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#OrbitalSpaceLaunches #Moon #NewSpace #Constellations

Critical Mass

Editorial

Crispin Littlehales, Global
Contributing Editor

Photo courtesy sdecoret/Shutterstock

What an exciting time for our industry! We’ve broken all historical records for
orbital space launches, and we’ve seen civilians as well as astronauts peering back at us from their lofty heights. This
past month, the S.S. Piers Sellers Cygnus cargo ship safely delivered much needed hardware, as well as several significant
science experiments, to the International Space Station (ISS) and The James Webb Space Telescope captured its first
images of starlight.
NASA’s Artemis I, the first of a series of increasingly complex missions that will enable humans to explore the Moon
and Mars, is expected to take off from the NASA Kennedy Space Center in Florida later this month. The Space Launch
System (SLS), capable of launching humans, habitats, and support systems in deep space, was built by Aerojet
Rocketdyne, Boeing, and Northrop Grumman. SLS will launch the unmanned Orion capsule, built by Lockheed Martin,
into a 26-day journey. This includes a six-day orbit around the moon. According to Mike Sarafin, Artemis I mission
manager, “It will do what hasn’t been done and learn what isn’t known.” Move over, Captain Kirk.
The satellite industry is also on an impressive trajectory. There are now more than 4,500 active satellites in orbit and
plans are afoot to deploy thousands more. The new constellations have smaller, more sophisticated satellites that are
expected to enable seamless, low latency, global communications coverage within a few years’ time. When you consider
the level of innovation currently underway and match that with the enormous amount of capital that’s been infused
these past 12 months, it’s easy to imagine that this scenario is within our grasp.
In this March issue of Satellite Evolution Global, we check in with Advantech, Avanti, Comtech, CPI, Integrasys, and
Mission Microwave to see how they are preparing to get the most out of NewSpace. We also query Dara Panahy from
Milbank LLC; James Bruegger from Seraphim Space; C-COM founder, Dr. Leslie Klein; Christopher Alfentito from Modular
Devices; ManSat LLC’s Chris Stott; and Cheryl Chan from ST Engineering iDirect to get their take on investing in the
satellite and space sector. In addition, Dr. Vagan Shakhgildian explains how the new Comtech ELEVATE platform fits
into the company’s near and long-term business goals, and Frederik Simoens, CTO for ST Engineering iDirect brings us
up to date on the New Ground campaign.
Assistant Editor, Laurence Russell speaks with Scott Sentz, Director of Sales and Marketing for Q-Tech about the
latest developments in crystal oscillator technologies in space and interviews Spire Global Co-Founder, Joel Spark
about Spire’s current strategy to solidify its position in the NewSpace economy. Russell also provides a status report on
the new UN:IO laser constellation.
Emily Dickenson dubbed March “the month of expectation” and we can’t wait to see what happens next.
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#AstonUniversity #PPM #RadioOverFibre #Globalstar #RocketLab

PPM partners with Aston
University
EUROPE: Pulse Power and Measurement Ltd (PPM) has
been working with Aston University through a Knowledge
Transfer Partnership (KTP) to develop a game-changing
approach to technology used in the radio-over-fibre
communications industry. The project will look to transform
the connection between low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite
antenna dishes and modems through optics rather than
electronics, delivering performance, functionality and cost
benefits.
A KTP is a three-way collaboration between a business,
an academic partner and a highly qualified graduate,
known as a KTP associate. The UK-wide programme helps
businesses to improve their competitiveness and
productivity through the better use of knowledge,
technology and skills. Aston University is the leading KTP
provider within the Midlands.
PPM designs and manufactures a wide range of Radio
Frequency (RF) over fibre systems, which allow RF
electrical signals to be submitted over fibre optic cables.
Its ‘ViaLite Communications’ business division is focused
on optical transportation and manipulation of analogue
radio communication signals used in applications such as
satellite communications, telemetry, broadcasting, cellular
base stations and radar. The company has a range of highprofile international clients, including tier 1 satellite and
broadcast providers.
Through the KTP, PPM will have access to academic
expertise from the Aston Institute of Photonic
Technologies, one of the largest photonics research
groups in the world. The academics working on this project
are Dr Paul Harper and Professor Wladek Forysiak, both

Dr Muhammad Nouman Malik at work at PPM
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of whom have extensive experience of academic research
and industrial development in the field of optical fibre
communications. Performing the role of associate is Dr
Muhammad Nouman Malik.
Dr Harper is head of the Electrical and Electronic
Engineering department, while Professor Forysiak is
currently a Royal Academy of Engineering Professor in
highly integrated coherent optical fibre communications
and has previously held positions as EPSRC Manufacturing
Fellow and Royal Society Industry Fellow.
Gary Barton, Company Supervisor at PPM, said:
“Collaboration with Aston University via the KTP incentive
is enabling PPM to push the boundaries of optical transport
systems necessary to meet the challenges of new and
diverse market requirements.
“With the valued assistance of Aston University’s
Institute of Photonics Technologies, the development
programme is on course to deliver on PPM’s ambition to
advance the next generation of analogue optics.”
Dr Paul Harper, head of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering at Aston University, said: “This KTP project has
been a great way for us to work with a new industrial
partner and learn from PPM’s expertise in radio-over-fibre
systems while passing on our optical fibre systems
knowledge. Despite the problems posed to mobility by the
pandemic, we’ve successfully completed collaborative
proof-of-concept lab demonstrations in the first year of
the project and are now moving onto the next phase of
the development work.”
Dr Muhammad Nouman Malik, associate on the project,
said: “Acting as a bridge between academic and industrial
partners has given me the opportunity to gain experience
managing a challenging real-world project, with dedicated
coaching and mentoring accelerating my personal
development.”

Globalstar signs contract with MDA
for 17 new constellation satellites
NORTH AMERICA: Globalstar, Inc. has announced that the
Company has entered into a satellite procurement
agreement with Macdonald, Dettwiler and Associates
Corporation (MDA) pursuant to which Globalstar will
acquire 17 new satellites that will replenish and extend the
life of Globalstar’s existing constellation. Globalstar is
acquiring the satellites to provide continuous satellite
services to the potential customer under the Terms
Agreement described in the company’s Annual Reports,
as well as services to Globalstar’s current and future
customers. Rocket Lab USA, Inc. is the principal satellite
bus subcontractor under the Procurement Agreement.
As stated above, Globalstar is acquiring the new
satellites to provide satellite services to the potential
customer under the Terms Agreement, as well as services
to Globalstar’s current and future customers. Accordingly,
as the potential customer has approved the amounts
related to the construction of the new satellites, subject
to certain conditions and limitations, the potential customer
will reimburse Globalstar for 95 percent of the approved
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capital expenditures Globalstar makes in connection with
the new satellites, interest costs of the company’s
borrowings related to the new satellites as well as
termination costs, should any arise. In addition, if it elects
to obtain services from Globalstar under the Terms
Agreement, the potential customer is obligated to make
service payments and cost reimbursements to Globalstar
in amounts that would be material to the company.
The total contract price for the initial 17 satellites is
$327.0 million. Globalstar maintains the option to acquire
up to nine additional satellites with flexibility in timing to
place such order in addition to other optional services
under the contract. If Globalstar elects to acquire new
satellites, each satellite will be priced at $11.4 million,
subject to certain price adjustments. The Procurement
Agreement requires the contractor to deliver the satellites
by 2025, with an expectation that all satellites will be
launched by the end of 2025. Globalstar plans to contract
separately for launch services and launch insurance for
the new satellites.
David Kagan, Globalstar’s CEO stated: “After running a
competitive process with multiple bidders, we are very
pleased to announce the selection of MDA in partnership
with Rocket Lab for the construction of our new satellites.
The combination of these vendors offered us the best
overall balance of innovation, technical capability, schedule
reliability and cost. These new satellites will ensure
Globalstar’s ability to provide the highest quality mobile

#Globalstar #RocketLab #AspiaSpace #EarthObservation
satellite services to its customer over the long-term. We
look forward to beginning the process of bending metal
and readying the new satellites for launch beginning in
approximately three years.”
The Procurement Agreement provides for deferrals of
milestone payments from February 2022 through August
2022, at a zero percent interest rate. On August 16, 2022,
all deferred payments will become due by which time
Globalstar expects to complete a senior secured financing.
This financing is expected to provide sufficient proceeds
for the construction and launch of the new satellites, and
the Company expects to refinance its current senior credit
facility concurrent with or after the financing.

Aspia Space launches unprecedented
Earth observation intelligence
EUROPE: Earth observation data is increasingly relied upon
for critical intelligence across multiple industry sectors,
from environmental monitoring to land management, to
insurance and many more. But Earth observation imaging
from satellites is currently hampered by clouds and
intelligence is lost during each period of cloud cover.
Aspia Space has launched a cutting-edge solution that
sees through clouds. Its new service will provide
organisations with accurate, rapid, regular, cloud-free high-
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Humber region. Photo courtesy Aspia Space

resolution images of the ground almost anywhere in the
world, from entire countries down to a pixel scale of 10m.
Its unique patented algorithm combines AI and cloudpenetrating Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Earth
observation data to predict detailed multispectral satellite
imagery of the ground, from farmland to flood plains to
mountain ranges, even in the presence of 100 percent
cloud cover.
Aspia Space brings together its breakthrough
technology with expert human eye analysis by its team of
scientists to provide organisations with enhanced
intelligence about changes to the ground over time, from
days, weeks, months or years. This will enable
organisations to see both the big picture and finer details
with accuracy, identify and understand trends, detect
issues and predict risks and make faster, more informed
decisions.
Jim Geach, co-Founder of Aspia Space, commented:
“Our service unlocks Earth observation imaging data and
intelligence that would have otherwise been lost. By
bringing together advances in satellite imaging and
machine learning, as well as a deep knowledge of how to
analyse and interpret data, we can offer businesses and
organisations unprecedented cloud-free Earth observation
imaging and understanding of the conditions and trends
on the ground, across multiple sites, anywhere in the world.
This hands them the opportunity to solve problems faster,
discover new opportunities and manage resources more
effectively.”
Aspia Space and Origin Digital announce world-first
agriculture service in inaugural client partnership
Aspia Space has partnered with UK ag-tech company
Origin Digital to bring its ‘ClearSky’ cloud-free imaging
service to the UK agriculture sector. Farmers using the
revolutionary service, launching imminently, are
guaranteed to receive a satellite image every six days
showing them how their crop is developing, whatever the
weather. This is in contrast to traditional, weatherdependent imagery which can often have gaps of several
weeks between cloud-free views. Analysis by Origin Digital
found that while the European Space Agency’s widely used
‘Sentinel 2’ satellites captured an average of just 13 clear
images per UK farm in 2021, ClearSky can produce more
than 60.
Madhumita Mund Rao, Head of Data at Origin Digital,
commented: “ClearSky is a hugely exciting development
that we’re delighted to bring to UK agriculture, because it
guarantees the ingredient of dependable regularity that
8

precision farming systems need to deliver optimal results,
but which has been missing from traditional imagery
services. This reliability will give UK farmers a substantial
new advantage in sustainably optimizing their yield and
input use.”
Origin Digital and Aspia Space plan to deepen their
collaboration to localise and export the benefits of ClearSky
to farmers around the world, as well as developing further
potential applications that bring innovative data insights
to UK agriculture.
Investment from AeroSpace Cornwall
Aspia Space has also acquired significant funding from
AeroSpace Cornwall for research and development of its
Earth observation data analysis technology.
Gail Eastaugh, Director of AeroSpace Cornwall,
commented: “We are pleased to partner with Aspia Space
and support this ground-breaking approach to Earth
observation and machine learning. Supporting innovative
businesses with space and data R&D projects is generating
a wider interest in the space and data sectors in Cornwall.
This is helping the Cornwall Space Cluster grow
exponentially and become established.”
Aspia Space’s patented technology has been
developed over the past four years by Professor Jim
Geach, Professor of Astrophysics and PhD student Mike
Smith at the Centre for Astrophysics Research at the
University of Hertfordshire.

Marlink scores ‘double first’ to win
Smart4Sea Connectivity and
Leadership awards
EUROPE: Marlink has been recognized for its work
supporting the maritime industry, winning the Smart4Sea
Connectivity and Leadership Awards for 2022.
Marlink has been named winner in the Connectivity
category for its ‘Smart Network’ strategy, which supports
digitalization by offering hybrid connectivity across multiple
channels to keep vessels connected.
Specialized markets such as the maritime industry
require the optimization of network connectivity to meet
specific challenges, delivering the network as a service to
meet complex business requirements. This requires a
combination of satellite and terrestrial carriers across
multiple frequencies, beams and orbits, a service provider
with an extensive ground-based backbone, a network
optimized for use with hardware and software to provide
certainty and quality that the shipping industry needs.
During the COVID-19 pandemic Marlink’s Maritime
division set the standard for provision of remote
connectivity, service and support using smart network
solutions. With much of the world working from home,
vessels required robust high throughput communications
and access by engineers that would keep them
functioning.
President, Maritime for Marlink Tore Morten Olsen, won
the Leadership Award, which is presented to an individual
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#Marlink #NorthropGrumman

Tore Morten Olsen, President, Maritime, Marlink

“The DARC program will field a resilient ground-based
radar providing our nation with significantly enhanced
space domain awareness for geostationary orbit,” said
Pablo Pezzimenti, Vice President, Integrated National
Systems, Northrop Grumman. “While current groundbased systems operate at night and can be impacted by
weather conditions, DARC will provide an all-weather, 24/
7 capability to monitor the highly dynamic and rapidly
evolving geosynchronous orbital environment critical to
national and global security.”
DARC will augment the military’s space surveillance
network as an additional sensor with increased capacity
and capability to monitor deep space objects and
eventually provide full global coverage. The initial DARC
contract includes the design, development and delivery
of a Site 1 system located in the Indo-Pacific region,
expected to be completed in 2025. There will be a followon of two additional sites strategically placed around the
world.

who has provided industry leadership and
contributed towards smarter shipping
throughout their career.
Over the past five years as President,
Maritime of Marlink, Tore Morten Olsen has
played a significant role in supporting the
maritime industry’s transition to digitalization,
with a focus on helping vessel operators adopt
smarter ways of working, gather data on their
operations and protect their assets from cyber
threats.
Under Olsen’s leadership, Marlink has seen
significant growth in its business, with ever
higher data throughput recorded as more and
more shipping companies begin or accelerate
their journey to digital operations.
“Our congratulations go to Tore Morten who
is a worthy winner of the Leadership Award for
his work in providing the vision needed to
provide the maritime industry with the tools and
solutions it needs,” said Erik Ceuppens, Chief
Executive Officer, Marlink Group. “Marlink
believes that digitalization and decarbonisation
requires a smart hybrid communications
network capable of responding to changes in
conditions but always keeping owners in touch
and the Connectivity Award reflects the
success of this strategy.”

Northrop Grumman awarded
US Space Force contract
NORTH AMERICA: Northrop Grumman
Corporation has been awarded a $341 million
contract by the US Space Force (USSF) Space
Systems Command (SSC) to develop, test and
deliver a Deep-Space Advanced Radar
Capability (DARC) in support of its Space
Domain Awareness mission.
www.satellite-evolution.com | March 2022
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#SFL #NASA #RapidIV #MEASAT #Amagi

SFL wins NASA Rapid
Spacecraft Acquisition
contract
NORTH AMERICA: Space Flight Laboratory (SFL) has been
awarded a contract under the NASA Rapid Spacecraft
Acquisition IV (Rapid IV) contracting vehicle to provide
small satellites to NASA centers and other US government
agencies. The indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity
contract includes SFL’s space-proven DEFIANT and
DAUNTLESS satellite platforms.
SFL is one of three satellite developers to win 2022
Rapid IV on-ramp contracts, which are effective February
15, 2022, through August 31, 2025. Managed by the Rapid
Spacecraft Development Office (RSDO) at NASA Goddard
Space Center, the Rapid IV program gives the US
government a fast and flexible means to procure
spacecraft tailored to meet specific missions under firmfixed price delivery orders.
“SFL is proud to support NASA in enabling the US
government to achieve a greater return on its investment
in small satellite missions,” said Dr Robert E. Zee, SFL
Director. “Our small spacecraft have logged more than 177
operational years in orbit to date.”
Established in 1998 at the University of Toronto Institute
for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS), SFL is a unique microspace
provider that offers a complete suite of nano-, micro- and
small satellites – including high-performance, low-cost
CubeSats – that satisfy the needs of a broad range of
mission types from 3 to 500 kilograms.
These include the two fully scalable SFL platforms
selected for inclusion in the Rapid IV program: DEFIANT is
a 20-50kg bus that is considered a small microsatellite.

SFL DEFIANT bus. Photo courtesy of SFL

The DAUNTLESS platform spans 50 to 500kg and is
referred to as a large microsatellite at 50-100kg or a small
(mini) satellite at 100-500kg.
SFL’s on-orbit heritage includes 48 operational
successes and 34 currently under construction or awaiting
launch. These missions relate to Earth observation,
atmospheric monitoring, ship tracking, communication,
radio frequency (RF) geolocation, technology
demonstration, space astronomy, solar physics, space
plasma, and other scientific research.
In its 24-year history, SFL has developed CubeSats,
nanosatellites, and microsatellites that have achieved more
than 177 cumulative years of operation in orbit. These
microspace missions have included SFL’s trusted attitude
control and, in some cases, formation-flying capabilities.
Other core SFL-developed components include modular
(scalable) power systems, onboard radios, flight
computers, and control software.

MEASAT’s Video Neighbourhood welcomes Toonz Kids in partnership with
Amagi
SOUTHEAST ASIA: MEASAT Satellite Systems Sdn. Bhd. has announced an agreement with Amagi, a global leader in
cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) technology for broadcast and connected TV, for the distribution of Toonz
Kids via MEASAT-3a satellite. The channel joins MEASAT’s video neighbourhood at 91.5°E.
Toonz Kids launched by Toonz Media Group is a new children’s television channel in Indonesia. The 24x7 bilingual
channel will include shows in both Bahasa and English and is targeted at children between 4 – 12 years old.
“We are pleased to collaborate with Amagi to distribute Toonz Kids”, said Ganendra Selvaraj, Associate Vice President,
Sales, MEASAT. “This latest television channel for kids is an exciting addition to the lineup of high-quality edutainment
and entertainment channels on MEASAT”.
“Amagi strives to be a successful launchpad for its content partners, enabling smooth acquisition and distribution of
their content libraries to multiple end points," says Srinivasan KA, co-founder, Amagi. "The partnership with Toonz and
MEASAT has been an excellent opportunity for Amagi to distribute popular content to audiences using MEASAT's
advanced satellite communication service.”
The 91.5°E prime video hot slot is home to the MEASAT-3a and MEASAT-3b satellites, forming the region’s strongest
video neighbourhood.
From 91.5°E, MEASAT supports broadcasters and DTH operators to distribute UHD, HD and SD channels to audiences
across Asia, Australia, East Africa and Eastern Europe. The MEASAT fleet will be further strengthened with the addition
of MEASAT-3d in 2022.
10
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#UNSWSydney #NanoAvionics

UNSW Sydney buys nanosatellite bus from NanoAvionics for its Satellite
Innovation Laboratory
AUSTRALIA: The University of New South Wales (UNSW) in Sydney, Australia, has contracted mission integrator
NanoAvionics to build a nanosatellite bus for UNSW’s satellite innovation laboratory. As part of the collaboration,
NanoAvionics will deliver a 6U nanosatellite bus fully assembled and tested on a functional level, ready for its research
and educational purposes. Payload integration for laboratory testing, modifications, and mission operations validation
will be carried out by UNSW Sydney.
The intended GNSS (global navigational satellite systems) payload named “Harry v2” will consist of two “KEA” GPS
receivers, developed by the Australian Centre for Space Engineering Research at UNSW, to perform remote Earth
sensing operations using GPS reflectometry.
Able to host multiple experiments, it will take measurements from reflections coming from the Earth while using
navigation signals from other GPS satellites. The receivers, designed for both aircraft and CubeSat operations, are
capable of recording intermediate frequency (IF) data and delay Doppler maps (DDM) with its associated metadata. The
experiment data can be used to infer sea-state, wind speed, water-land boundaries and many other unexplored
applications.
Dr Joon Cheong, from UNSW Sydney, said: ”NanoAvionics offers a suite of state-of-the-art satellite buses that is
cost-effective and suitable for modern payload research and development activities to take place.”
Vytenis J. Buzas, Founder and CEO of NanoAvionics, said: “The Australian space market is of immense importance to
us and we are looking into expanding our footprint there. We have been supplying Australian research centres and
educational institutions with nanosatellite technology since the inception of the company. We keep nurturing these
relationships by transferring our knowledge in nanosatellite technology with them.
“NanoAvionics is already working with several Australian companies, acting as a technology partner, with intentions
to provide our satellites for institutional and commercial segments, mostly for Earth Observation and IoT missions. As a
result, and due to Australia’s constant development in the space industry, NanoAvionics is exploring the possibility of
establishing local capabilities in the region.”
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Q&A Comtech Satellite Network Technologies

Breakthrough VSAT
technology solution
Dr. Vagan Shakhgildian, President
of Comtech Satellite Network
Technologies Corp in Montreal,
Canada

On January 31, 2022, Comtech unveiled its breakthrough
VSAT technology solution, Comtech ELEVATE. We
reached out to Dr. Vagan Shakhgildian, President of
Comtech Satellite Network Technologies Corp in
Montreal, Canada, to ascertain how the new platform
fits into the company’s near and long-term business
goals.

Satellite Evolution Global

By Crispin Littlehales, Global Contributing Editor, Satellite Evolution Group

Q&A
12

Question: You are now heading up a newly formed business unit. How
does this reorganization augment your ability to accommodate new
business opportunities afforded by the NewSpace ecosystem?
Vagan Shakhgildian: We are in the process of inaugurating a new facility
within the Techno Park here in Montreal, Canada. This is a state-of-theart facility for research and development as well as some of the system
integration work. Our focus will be streamlining, accelerating, and
capturing commercial opportunities for VSAT networking platforms. We
have a very exciting roadmap for that, and it is fully funded. We will
concentrate on international business where agility, nimbleness, and
speed of reaction to different challenges within the marketplace is
essential.
Question: What makes your newly minted VSAT platform, Comtech
ELEVATE, so different from traditional VSAT solutions?
Vagan Shakhgildian: We’re not the only group that is innovating. That’s
what makes our life as a VSAT technology provider interesting in this

Photo courtesy Comtech Satellite Network Technologies
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Q&A Comtech Satellite Network Technologies

Photo courtesy Comtech Satellite Network Technologies

competitive race. However, there are several things that
set our new product line apart. First, we can achieve very
high data throughputs of more than 200 megabit per
second per remote terminal with essentially the same
small, reliable, and low-cost hardware. We are leading the
industry in terms of processing density, processing power,
and return channel data throughput measured in any
known metric (Mbps, IP packets per second). In addition,
the ground infrastructure architecture is software-defined.
We have very sophisticated, very well-designed software
that runs on top of our hardware. That allows us to flexibly
split functionality across multiple hubs or gateways to
create a distributed infrastructure which is self-healing with
high availability and high reliability. We migrate elements
of that infrastructure to the cloud—in other words, virtualize
it. To the best of our knowledge, no one else is yet able to
have a fully software-enabled infrastructure that provides
this level of flexibility and scalability. Scalability is defined
as the ability to add or reduce functionality.
In our system this can be done by adjusting the
software licensing. We can easily transform our offering
to a platform-as-a-service. By combining Comtech’s
HEIGHTS Dynamic Network Access (H-DNA) and Comtech
UHP TDMA waveform flexibility, we’re achieving the
optimum in bandwidth efficiency as far as the return
channel, protocols and signalling are concerned.
Question: What are the specific design elements that
make Comtech ELEVATE suitable for the increasingly
complex demands of today’s VSAT networks?
Vagan Shakhgildian: Our technology has very high
processing capability and our core demodulation and
modulation techniques are such that we can cope with much
greater Doppler offsets and Doppler accelerations than a lot
of the other equipment out there. Even the most basic
modems that we offer have multiple demodulators which is
something that is sought after by service providers and LEO
constellation operators. Our nimble, small, easily deployable,
compact gateway infrastructure which is software-defined
and virtualized, also addresses the challenges associated
with the existing and emerging non-GEO constellations.
Question: What are some of the primary market drivers
and trends that inspired Comtech to develop this next
generation platform?
14

Vagan Shakhgildian: Comtech is well-known for
excellence of its solutions in high throughput, high quality
of service applications. Historically much of it was based
on a single carrier per channel, or ICPC technologies. From
there, the technology evolved to deliver dynamically
assigned bandwidth, improved bandwidth efficiency, and
the allocation of bandwidth-on-demand, which was all
embedded in the HEIGHTS product line. We then saw the
need to address much larger networks, not only in terms
of aggregate throughput, but also in terms of the sheer
number of remotes—a low-cost solution that would be
scalable so that we could cover a broader range of
applications.
We envisioned hybrid networks able to cater to trunking
and cellular backhaul as well as having uniformity and
universality so that they could be used for telemetry, IoT,
and in rural and ultra-remote environments where there is
a greater number of remote terminals with somewhat
lower throughput per terminal. We also responded to the
current trend towards utilizing compact size, weight, and
power (SWaP) terminals and on-the-move terminals with
flat panel or electronically steerable antennas.
Ease-of-use is another driver, particularly from the
operator and the service provider point of view. Comtech
is automating as many functions on the network
management system as possible, from software upgrades
for the remote terminals to audits of the network. Whereas
in the past, you needed to have a fully skilled engineer to
go through multiple screens, now a lot of this
troubleshooting can be done automatically with the help
of artificial intelligence or machine learning.
We are moving some of these functions to the cloud
and making it much less complicated. Ultimately, this
delivers better quality of service and a better experience
to the end user. We have also taken steps towards
simplifying and streamlining the installation of remote
terminals, again making sure that the provisions for health
checks are in place so that unscheduled downtime and
even scheduled downtime is minimized. The user interface
is elegant, and the controls are limited to only those that
can be used by a non-expert. Of course, expert users can
have access to a broader range of adjustments and
capabilities.
Question: Do you foresee Comtech addressing new
markets with this product?
Vagan Shakhgildian: Although we will continue to maintain
our dominant position in premier connectivity and cellular
backhaul, we do fully intend to go after new markets. These
include enterprise VSAT with multiple geographically
redundant hubs; mesh networks; larger scale IoT networks,
and of course networks operating over LEO/MEO
satellites. Our plan is to address these and many more
markets with the same universal and unified platform
solution that is flexible and scalable.
Question: What are the key challenges you face with the
new product roll out and how do you plan to address
them?
Vagan Shakhgildian: There are supply chain issues that
are plaguing many players in the high-tech industry.
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#Comtech #ELEVATE #Software
Comtech puts a lot of effort into building a solid supply
chain with multiple alternatives. We streamline our
hardware and put a lot of complexity into our software.
This doesn’t make us fully immune to supply chain
challenges, but it does mitigate our risks and difficulties in
that regard. Another challenge is getting through various
certifications, proof of concept, and demonstrations. We
also need to explain to our existing customers the roadmap
and timelines associated with the products that they have
been using. We are fortunate to have an experienced
business development and sales team worldwide to
evangelize the new product line, which, as I say, was
designed in response to market drivers and customer
needs.
Question: The satellite industry has evolved dramatically
in just the last year; what do you think Comtech will be
doing five years from now?
Vagan Shakhgildian: I believe that Comtech will continue
to evolve and innovate at an accelerated speed, not just
in the satellite space, but also in wireless. We are
now a significant player in location-based services
and next generation 911 technologies. Five years
from now, we will have solidified our position as
a total system provider as well. Our Comtech
ELEVATE product line will be at the forefront of
satellite technology and we will have a very
successful track record of deployment all over
the world.

Photo courtesy Comtech Satellite Network Technologies

humble beginnings all the way to the moment when the
company was acquired by Comtech. Over the last year or
so, being part of the Comtech family has brought a lot of
new experiences: working on a different scale and being
part of the team that I’d known about and interacted with
for a long time. That is definitely something I count as a
very important highlight of my career.

Question: What attracted you to the satellite
industry in the first place and what have been
the top three highlights of your career thus far?
Vagan Shakhgildian: As an engineer by training,
I relish the technology challenges in the satellite
industry. The other thing that has kept me here
for many years is the fact that it is a very closeknit community. There is a spirit of camaraderie
that is second to none and I think that is one of
the things that keeps me very excited about being
part of the industry. In addition, satellites have
wide international coverage and that is reflected
in the way the industry is set up. You get to know
many cultures and traditions, both technologyrelated and in other respects.
As my first career highlight, I’d like to mention
taking part in the development of 3GPP cellular
standard in the late 1990s while working at
Motorola Cellular Infrastructure Group. We knew
we were working on something new and
exciting—the development of wideband CDMA
and various radio access protocols.
The second highlight was when I worked for
Advantech and was part of a team that was
scaling the company up from a Canada-based RF
manufacturer to being a global company with
multiple product lines. By the time my tenure was
over, the company’s revenue had increased by
seven-fold.
Then, I was fortunate to be part of the UHP
Networks team that grew the company from its
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Artist's rendition of the UN:IO concept. Photo courtesy Mynaric & the UN:IO consortium

What the new UN:IO 400 laser constellation has
learned from satellite fleets of the past
The recently announced European UN:IO
400 constellation claims it will serve as a
powerful sovereign communications
network for Europe by making use of
dynamic optical technologies to laser-link its
satellites together to reach newfound
throughput. The news comes at a time when
constellation strategy is being carefully
interrogated for feasibility and the work of
NewSpace pioneers is now informing
newcomers.
By Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor, Satellite Evolution
Group

I

n December of 2021, the 14 UN:IO consortium members,
led by satellite manufacturer Reflex Aerospace, launch
provider Isar Aerospace, and laser specialist Mynaric,
began work on their euro1.4 million feasibility study.
Prompted by the European Commission to create a
sovereign communications network for Europe by 2025,
the effort marks the first phase of the constellation which
will eventually consist of over 400 laser-linked satellites
and their associated ground stations, serving commercial
and municipal channels. The constellation aims to enable
16

superfast all-domain autonomous mobility, with special
provision for defence and humanitarian operations.
Besides planning the operation, the feasibility study will
also assess how UN:IO will meet the sustainability criteria
of the EU’s “Green Deal” plan and ensure an infrastructure
that will be capable of serving well into our distant future,
including preparation for emerging technologies such as
quantum encryption. A demonstrator package is expected
to begin operating in space as early as 2023.
We reached out to Walter Ballheimer, Managing
Director of Reflex Aerospace, and a prominent member of
the consortium, to discuss the project.
“Everyone in the consortium contributes their
technology to UN:IO on a zero-profit arrangement because
we understand that this constellation will generate revenue
holistically,” he explains. “We don’t make our money out
of invoicing the project for parts and services when it’s an
investment we all stand to benefit from.”

CONSTELLATION STRATEGY: QUALITY OR QUANTITY?

UN:IO’s model was constructed on the wisdom of the past.
“Some of these business cases seek the cheapest, lowesttech solutions, which possess few applications and short
lifespans,” notes Ballheimer. “In these cases, simpler
satellites often require more complicated user terminals
to pick up the slack, so the costs just fall to the user. These
kinds of fleets usually scale with more and more units in
an environment where quantity over quality creates more
problems than it solves.”
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#UN:IO #OrbitalSustainability #LaserConstellation

Walter Ballheimer, Managing Director of
Reflex Aerospace

“I believe constellations can’t be commercially
sustainable if they’re not penetrating a broad range of
different markets,” Ballheimer continues. “They need to
serve mobile users, transportation players, enterprises, and
defence assets. They must be able to adapt well at this
crucial juncture of the space economy, because one-trick
ponies won’t last.”
UN:IO doesn’t only plan for modularity, it also aims to
launch with future-proof technology. “Planning ahead is
also crucial,” Ballheimer states. “The inertia involved with
bleeding-edge technology, like that in space, means
providers must plan around the economy five years ahead
of them.” Suitably, the constellation is experimenting with
obscure wavelengths like QB and W-bands, which aren’t
in express use today due to technological gaps. UN:IO,
however, is betting those gaps will close by the time their
satellites orbit. “It’s certainly a gamble,” Ballheimer
conceded, “but a well-reasoned one, and when it pays off,
we’ll be sitting at the cutting-edge.”
We also spoke with Paul Febvre, CTO of Satellite
Applications Catapult Ltd, to obtain his impression of the
modular satellite strategy. “In hardware terms, one size
does not fit all. A one-stop-shop offering could be undercut
by specialists who corner the market on which they focus,”
he cautions.
Whatever the case, at present the NewSpace economy
remains a loosely understood one compared to traditional
industries where great displays of business confidence can
gain a lot of financial ground without concrete assurances.
As many can attest, making money in the short term
describes the economics of failure. Strong industries must
be fiercely future-focused, not mere castles built upon
sand.

SPACE SUSTAINABILITY BY DESIGN

UN:IO also intends to take orbital sustainability seriously
by committing to cleaning up after itself through the
disposal of its satellites. “We all must aim to leave no trace
of our orbits in this market,” Ballheimer notes. “When a
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#UN:IO #OrbitalSustainability #LaserConstellation
piece of our industry breaks, it’s our responsibility to deal
with it.”
Febvre agrees. “Orbital sustainability is as much a selfish
consideration as a critical concept,” he adds. “This industry
won’t exist in an ecosystem we pollute. With a shared
resource such as this, coexistence is a logical necessity.”
Each satellite of the UN:IO constellation is equipped
with a passive de-orbiting sail which triggers automatically
at the conclusion of the satellite’s operational lifespan. The
constellation even boasts a plan B by way of onboard
propulsion systems but claims its sail has proven reliable
enough not to require redundancies.
“We haven’t been looking to cut our costs by neglecting
sustainability,” Ballheimer says. “We aim for 100 percent
reliability and real efficiencies that stand the test of time.”
Ballheimer goes on to explain that UN:IO will not be
relying on what optimistic spokespeople of the orbital
servicing market have promised. “As fascinating as it is,
the servicing market we’re seeing is more expensive than
it’s worth when the alternative is a simple, automated deorbiting system.”
Like most people, Ballheimer strongly advocates for a
global regulatory standard when it comes to orbital
sustainability like the one France has introduced at a
national level. “This forces companies to play fair with
orbital sustainability,” he contends.
Openly pessimistic about international cooperation,
Ballheimer favours the method of taxing a satellite’s use
of an orbit, meaning a company must continue paying for
what is left in space. This, in turn, goes toward paying for
the de-orbiting of the derelicts of bankrupt entities and
Space Race era junk. As he acknowledges, such regulation
is not commonly seen in the modern world, where
international disputes seem to pepper our news on a
weekly basis, and competition serves as the primary force
of change in global economics.

Paul Febvre, CTO of Satellite Applications
Catapult Ltd

“The space debris problem is a lot like dwindling bee
populations,” Ballheimer suggests. “To a layperson, it looks
like an arbitrary issue, but if worse comes to worst, it
represents an existential threat to mankind. Ecosystems
can’t exist without pollinators, and satellites can’t function
in a high-debris environment,” he insists. “In both cases,
unfortunately, it seems something needs to go very, very
wrong for everyone to start recognizing the seriousness
of the matter.”
Even if half of what UN:IO promises is proven in practice,
it could represent a solid alternative to common satellite
constellation strategies with the potential to seriously
influence the way we approach space in the 2020s.

Space debris. Photo courtesy Dotted Yeti/Shutterstock
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Q&A Q-Tech Corporation

Space-qualified crystal
oscillator technology
Scott Sentz, Director of Sales &
Marketing, Q-Tech Corporation

Q-Tech Corporation is the leading manufacturer of
radiation-tolerant crystal oscillators for use in space.
With its products now flying on satellites in all orbits as
well as vehicles in deep space, we queried Scott Sentz,
Director of Sales & Marketing, about what’s going up
next.
By Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor, Satellite Evolution Group

Satellite Evolution Global

Question: You are experts in developing space-qualified crystal
oscillator technology. How do you ensure the technology is tough
enough to stand up to an interstellar environment?
Scott Sentz: Achieving “space-qualified” status for our oscillators involves
an extensive series of test procedures in order to substantiate each
technology’s operational performance in a “non-terrestrial” environment.
Basically, we follow a multi-step and very intensive QCI, or quality
control, screening, and inspection process. This ensures compliance with
all applicable standards required for space applications.

Q&A
20

Question: What are the latest developments in crystal oscillator
technologies for space applications?
Scott Sentz: Our technology advancements are driven by how our
oscillators are deployed in different applications. For low Earth orbit (LEO)
applications, our devices need to maintain reliability while lowering costs
driven by the increased deployment of satellite clusters. Our single board
oven-controlled crystal oscillators, the (OCXO) line, have no internal wires,
so they improve reliability in more costly geosynchronous equatorial orbit
(GEO) applications.
For LEO to GEO orbits, our development of multiple output oscillators
supports numerous space applications including satellites, launch

Examples of SWaP-Optimized Crystals. Photo courtesy Q-Tech
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Q&A Q-Tech Corporation
Scott Sentz: We are continuing to develop a range of
products that can meet the necessary high-performance
standards required of each orbital region. The hallmark
features of our products are smaller packages and less
complexity. This makes them highly desirable for the LEO
market since it means competitively priced products that
require fewer and lower levels of testing.

Mars Rover. Photo courtesy NASA

vehicles, and both manned and unmanned space vehicles.
We are the only company offering a technology where
just one oscillator can drive multiple processors on the
same board. This means less overall size, weight, and
power – the all-important SWaP benefit – in the system.
Question: Your crystal oscillators were in use on the Mars
Perseverance rover. Could you tell us a bit about that,
and whether you anticipate contributing to further space
exploration efforts?
Scott Sentz: We’re very proud that our deep-spacequalified crystal oscillators went to Mars! They were used
in many separate subsystems on the rover, the launch
vehicle, and its payloads. These devices were selected
because of their demonstrated compliance with space
heritage standards (MIL-PRF-38534, Class K) to assure
performance and long-term reliability.
Q-Tech has invested in leading-edge product
development over a period of many years. Our crystal
oscillators control the precision frequency and timing of
all kinds of electronics used in space applications, including
communications, radar, guidance, and computer controls.
Virtually all satellites launched by NASA include Q-Tech
oscillators.
Because we have unique technologies that are often
sole-sourced, major US government military and space
projects rely on us and we plan to continue to support both
manned and unmanned space flight programs in the
future.
For example, Q-Tech oscillators are in the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST) that launched on Christmas day.
The JWST, which was developed by NASA, the European
Space Agency (ESA), and the Canadian Space Agency
(CSA), succeeds the Hubble Space Telescope as NASA’s
Flagship astrophysics mission.
Another exciting project is the Orion Next Generation
Manned Space Flight. Our oscillators will be in the crew
vehicle that will be used for the next manned mission to
the moon – and then for a manned mission to Mars.
Question: The LEO constellation market is growing
rapidly, how do you compliment that accelerating trend?
22

Question: Like commercial industries, defence bodies
are increasingly eager to engage with space. What
special requirements do you see them demanding?
Scott Sentz: Military and commercial have similar
requirements in terms of performance specifications. MIL
applications typically require more extensive qualification
testing, adding to the cost of a “commercial” version of
the same device.
Commercial has driven LEO requirements to reduce
SWaP. MIL is driving more sophisticated product
developments, which is why we offer our single board
oven-controlled crystal oscillator for defence applications.
By integrating all components in the OCXO onto one
printed circuit board, we can eliminate the wire bonds that
are susceptible to fracture due to high vibration.
Question: What will Q-Tech’s primary development
priorities be for the near future?
Scott Sentz: We have several priorities for development.
One is to expand our new space LEO portfolio. Another is
to provide improved temperature stability for highfrequency Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) oscillators.
We also plan to fully qualify our microprocessorcontrolled crystal oscillator (MCXO) products to provide
for better SWaP than OCXO, particularly in non-LEO
commercial applications.

Spacescape crowded with satellites. Photo courtesy Q-Tech
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#NewGroundInitiative #MDM5010VSATModem

ST Engineering iDirect
sets the standard for the
future of satellite
In a year when the Covid-19 pandemic continued to
heavily impact work and social lives worldwide, innovation
in satellite connectivity rose to its peak. It was a year when
the satellite ground segment came to prominence.
Not only did the satellite sector shine in terms of
connecting vital services during the global pandemic, but
it saw new technological developments that will help the
sector to capture significant market opportunities, enabling
greater connectivity around the world. ST Engineering
iDirect has been at the forefront of these developments.
Here are just a few of the most notable achievements of
the last year, as well as a glimpse at the future.

A FOCUS ON INNOVATION

In the past year, ST Engineering iDirect has introduced
various new ways of enabling connectivity through satellite
ground technology, including the establishment of the
New Ground initiative, designed to bolster the ground
segment and highlight the innovation and excitement that
is happening across the entire ecosystem. Promoting the
development of the ground technology and services, New
Ground encourages progress that will enable the satellite
industry to harness the promise of NewSpace and the
move towards a 5G future in multi-orbit, multi-access
environment which is key to optimizing the full capabilities
of the satellites for highly efficient networks.
ST Engineering iDirect introduced its ground-breaking
Mx-DMA MRC, pushing return satellite technology even
further. Mx-DMA MRC adds scalability and service agility
features, extending the availability of Mx-DMA to largescale networks, all while expanding the applicability of the
technology to include a full spectrum of use cases and
major collaborations with Mobile Network Operators
(MNOs) and fellow satellite industry leaders. ST
Engineering iDirect partnered with regional satellite
operator Kacific, an early adopter of the Mx-DMA MRC
technology. This has enabled the company to provide
high-speed, low-cost, ultra-reliable broadband to rural and
suburban areas of the Pacific and Southeast Asia. Utilizing
the cost-effective MDM2010 modems in Mx-DMA MRC
mode, Kacific can power more than 8000 terminals, spread
over 56 beams.
The all new MDM5010 VSAT modem became the
industry’s fastest modem for shared bandwidth capacity
networks. achieving an aggregate speed of 800Mbps.
While these speeds have previously only been achieved
with single channel per carrier (SCPC) point-to-point
modems, bandwidth-sharing efficiencies can now be
augmented to satisfy very high throughput requirements
in markets such as cruise, trunking and cellular backhaul.
The same MDM5010 can also achieve up to 1.6 Gbps
throughput in SCPC mode, making it a very versatile choice
24

Connecting communities: a family from Andaman and Nicobar use a
laptop. Photo courtesy Ben Kelmer/Alamy

for the most demanding applications in those markets.
The iHub also made its debut in Velocity in 2021
featuring proven, standards-based micro-TCA
architecture. The iHub provides high-performance in a
high-density compact hub supporting hundreds of highcapacity beams in distributed HTS gateway architectures.
ST Engineering iDirect’s IoT solution saw successful
demonstrations with partner, hiSky. The live demos proved
that continuous satellite connectivity can empower
applications such as telemetry and fleet tracking, weather
related monitoring and many other IoT applications over
satellite. The cost-effective, highly scalable IoT Solution
leverages Evolution, Velocity, and Dialog hub
infrastructures enabling connectivity with a portfolio of
compact, lightweight terminals that feature a tightly
integrated satellite modem and flat-panel antenna design
in Ku- and Ka-band variants.
From providing innovative technology solutions and
successful demonstrations to showcasing the latest
innovative new ground initiatives, ST Engineering iDirect
has positioned itself as a pioneer in satellite innovation over
the past year and continues to develop new solutions and
connectivity modems in preparation for upcoming
challenges ahead.

SERVING THE VERTICALS

ST Engineering iDirect continued to service its core markets
and helped MNOs and telcos to extend their reach in many
different regions of the world. A tier 1 mobile network
operator in Brazil deployed the Dialog® platform and stateof-the-art Mx-DMA return technology to deliver 3G, 4G and
corporate internet services across the country. In the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Gilat Telecom installed two
Dialog hubs to power cellular backhaul services for
Vodacom on the company’s Dialog platform. In Mexico,
AXESS Networks deployed the first in-country Dialog XIF
hub to deliver highly sought-after 4G mobile services to
rural sites across the region.
As 5G deployments begin early stages of rollout,
Athens-based satellite operator Hellas Sat successfully
validated hybrid 5G backhauling use cases over satellite
over the Evolution® platform. Showcasing a completely
seamless transition between terrestrial and satellite-based
networks, the demonstration not only confirmed the critical
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#Cloud #OTT #DigitalInterfaceStandards
role that satellite will play in the 5G ecosystem through its
capability to broaden coverage to hard-to-reach areas, but
further reinforced its cellular backhaul capabilities across
Hellas Sat’s satellite coverage.
Vital satellite bandwidth was also delivered to the
Andaman, Nicobar, and Lakshadweep Islands in the Indian
Ocean for BSNL on Dialog.
In the Philippines, Intelsat selected the Evolution
platform to grant broadband services to those who need
them most across the archipelago of over 7,500 islands in
Southeast Asia.
Turksat became the first to deploy a new security
feature on the SatHaul-XE on the Evolution platform that
was developed in partnership with Xiplink.
In the broadcast segment, ST Engineering iDirect
achieved the delivery of the world’s first end-to-end
demonstration of a B2C use case of Native IP,
demonstrating origination, transport, reception, and
consumption of live OTT video over satellite. Partnering
with EKT, Broadpeak and EasyBroadcast, the
demonstration proved that satellite can deliver OTT
content anywhere and to any device.

PROGRESSING UP TO THE CLOUD

As industry leaders across the globe are moving their
private IT infrastructure to the cloud, the widespread
migration to cloud-based services has major implications
for the satellite industry. Considering the gradual shift, ST
Engineering iDirect has started to move towards a more
cloud-based architecture for its network management
system (NMS), hub and gateway side that ultimately allows
customers to easily access services without the need for
additional capital expenditure (CAPEX) investments. By
embracing this shift, the satellite industry can work in
unison with Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), providing
reliable connectivity and easy access to data to virtually
anywhere as well as delivering satellite services in a space
where enterprise clients are increasingly operating.
Where cloud is, convergence follows. With the industry
rapidly moving away from using dedicated proprietary
hardware, to more generic cloud platforms, convergence
is essential to ensuring satellite connectivity’s place in a
fully converged, end-to-end virtualized network.

Embracing the cloud. Photo courtesy Shutterstock
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Delivery of OTT to any device. Photo courtesy
ST Engineering iDirect

Over the last year, ST Engineering iDirect played a
central role in the formation of the Digital Interface
Standards (DIS) Working Group to develop an open
interoperability standard for the SATCOM industry. The
standard will enable all manufacturers to build
interoperable technologies that work in both open and
closed network topologies, delivering the most
advantages at the lowest cost. Digitizing the interface
between modem and RF components using the new open
standard, will enable the industry to leverage the latest
virtualization, cloud computing and network function
virtualization technologies as well as greatly improve the
performance and scale of satellite hub, gateway, and
modem equipment.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR ST ENGINEERING IDIRECT?

As ST Engineering iDirect continues to innovate and
pioneer new fully digitized and virtualized ground
infrastructure at its NMS, hub, and gateway, the move
towards a more cloud-based architecture will bring
together notable industry leaders for exciting new projects.
The recent partnership with Microsoft Azure represents
a major milestone in the company’s strategic direction
leading to the virtualization and cloudification of its
patented satcom platform. The partnership will focus on
abstraction work of the software functionality from the
hardware to develop a virtualized modem that can be
deployed on a Microsoft Azure HCI Stack-based solution.
ST Engineering iDirect will continue to make significant
progress in developing and revolutionizing industry
standards to keep up with emerging trends. This includes
work on its VSAT systems to enable interoperability with
multi-orbit satellite constellations.
Work will also continue on the enhancement of the
company’s end-to-end and automated orchestration
architecture which enables advanced monitoring and
control from different perspectives, while ensuring
consistent behaviour across the entire system. By enabling
resource orchestration between the new flexible payloads,
as well as New Ground innovation, ST Engineering iDirect
is defining next generation satellite connectivity with the
high-performance ground equipment, enabling satellites
to operate to full potential.
As we look to the future, ST Engineering iDirect aspires
to build upon its heritage of over 35 years of innovation
and excellence when it comes to all things satellite. This
last year has seen the company thrive under challenging
conditions. ST Engineering iDirect has cemented its
position as an innovation leader that exemplifies what’s
possible in the satellite space in 2022 and beyond.
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#STEngineering #SeraphimSpace #MilbankLLP

Investing in space:
Stairway to heaven?
The numbers are impressive. 2021 was a
record year for investment in the satellite
and space segment. According to a report
issued by Space Capital, venture capital
firms invested more than US$17 billion into
328 companies and the private investment
market poured close to $15 billion into the
segment in Q4, with a total of $46.3 billion
invested across all space technology stacks.
The question is: who will win and who will
lose?
Crispin Littlehales, Global Contributing Editor, Satellite
Evolution Group

I

n 1962, AT&T along with Bell Telephone Laboratories,
launched Telstar 1 to transmit television signals across
the Atlantic Ocean. Seven years later, Neil Armstrong
set foot on the moon. Fast forward 52 years and we have a
global space economy valued at more than US$447 billion,
according to the Space Foundation, a non-profit advocacy
group. Financial services giant, Morgan Stanley, recently
reported that the industry could generate more than US$1
trillion in ten to twenty years. With such a high-flying
trajectory, it is no wonder the satellite and space sector
has become a hot spot for investment (See Figure 1).
“Space used to be viewed by investors as too esoteric,
too intangible, too risky, but all that has changed,” notes
Dara Panahy, a partner at Milbank LLP (a law firm) who
advises satellite and space companies on finance,
corporate, commercial, and regulatory matters. “The sector
is no longer driven solely by civil and government
requirements and contracts that limit participation to a
privileged group of companies. The barriers to entry have
been lowered. We have experienced a long period of
economic expansion and growth whereby capital has
become available for pre-revenue commercial and startup space business companies,” he explains. “It is currently
possible for two smart people with a business plan to have
a chance of getting a new product or service into the
marketplace.”
“The changes in the space sector that I think are really
exciting to investors have to do with miniaturized low-cost
satellites made from the same components that go into
your mobile phone; rockets that are reusable; and the new
digital infrastructure in the sky that’s providing this constant
stream of data and connectivity,” comments James
Bruegger, Chief Investment Officer for global space
technology investment firm, Seraphim Space. “There has
been such a profound change in the dynamics of the
28

Photo courtesy Shutterstock

sector, and this has led to a spawning of thousands of
entrepreneurs from around the world who are looking to
innovate in an entirely new way.”
Then, too, in July 2021, we witnessed a couple of the
most successful entrepreneurs of our time, Sir Richard
Branson, and Jeff Bezos, fly into space. Although Elon Musk
remained on the ground, his contributions to the satellite
and space segment are unparalleled. “One cannot overlook
the importance of three of the most high-profile
entrepreneurs pouring very significant amounts of their
own money into realizing their space ambitions,” declares
Bruegger. “They added a halo to the industry that
accelerated the investment phenomenon,” adds Panahy.
Indeed, 2021 was the first time that the public markets
started to broadly recognize the investment potential of
the industry. Some 13 companies in the segment went
public using a mechanism called a special purpose
acquisition company (SPAC) that is created solely to raise
capital from an initial public offering (IPO) to acquire or
merge with an existing company. While there are pros and
cons to this approach, it can be an effective means for
raising funds and increasing visibility. Dozens of other
startups received major backing from venture capitalists,
giving them not only a longer runway but also expert
guidance to achieve profitability (see Table 1)
Cheryl Chan, Group Chief Strategy and Sustainability
Officer for ST Engineering Is responsible for finding

Cheryl Chan, Group Chief
Strategy and Sustainability
Officer, ST Engineering
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James Bruegger,
Chief Investment Officer,
Seraphim Space
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Investing in Space

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock

companies that augment the Group’s businesses. “Our aim
is to build successful, collaborative relationships with our
startups, where we take a minority stake and collaborate
with them, combining technologies and expertise to cocreate breakthrough solutions,” she says. “Our startups
have the opportunity to integrate into our global business
ecosystems, networks and distribution channels, as well
as to tap into our expertise and resources.”

EYES TO THE SKY… AND TO THE GROUND

“The industry will continue to grow as long as there is a
human race,” states Christopher Stott, Founder and
Executive Chair of ManSat LLC. “Space is providing a most
necessary service to all the world and that is data in the
form of communications, remote sensing and more.”
There are more than 4,500 active satellites orbiting our
planet. The demand for connectivity and capacity is rising
at a dramatic rate across the board. Chan states, “The
satellite industry is on the cusp of the biggest evolution in
its history given new mega-constellations with terabit
levels of capacity and the software-defined satellite
payloads that can be dynamically reconfigured to specific
use cases.
At the same time, we’re witnessing massive
transformation in telecommunications with the introduction
of 5G. This creates new possibilities and opportunities.”
Chan believes that the ground segment sits at the
intersection of space assets and 5G and is critical to the

Christopher Stott, Founder
and Executive Chair of
ManSat LLC

30

Dara Panahy, a partner at
Milbank LLP

Figure 1. The Global Space Economy ($t).
Image courtesy of Haver Analytics, Morgan Stanley
Research forecasts

orchestration and allocation of space resources so that
satellite, terrestrial and wireless solutions can improve the
speed, sale, cost, and flexibility of satcom service delivery.
Dr. Leslie Klein, who founded C-COM Satellite Systems,
Inc. 25 years ago, asserts that the world is now waking up
to the business opportunity of delivering bandwidth.
“There are well over three billion people who are not
connected,” he observes. “This presents enormous
potential and is a huge untapped market for satellite and
ground equipment manufacturers.” Bruegger takes
ubiquitous connectivity one step further. “For all those
people to get online, to learn, to communicate, and to
transact has massive potential to help eradicate poverty,”
he contends.
Another area that is blasting off is Earth observation
and analytics. “Anything that can enable users to acquire
wealth is key,” says Panahy. “Let’s say you are an
investment bank, and you want to understand the
investment potential of a certain mine in South Africa. Data
that could allow you to see how much ore is being
extracted from the mine, how many trucks are transporting
the ore, or how much ore is being offloaded as a transit
hub would be invaluable.”
Satellites providing high-fidelity imagery in close to
real-time are also instrumental in improving life on Earth
and that is a game changer according to Panahy. “We can
do a lot from space—manage risk, improve agriculture,
monitor climate change, and track weather more
accurately,” he points out. “That means that we can provide
notice about when a hurricane is coming much earlier and
that will most certainly save lives.”
The potential is certainly there, but so, too, are the risks.
With so many companies entering the game, some will
inevitably fail. Many of the so-called space SPACS have
already seen their share prices drop (See Table 2).
“It takes a long time to develop products and it takes a
lot of money,” says Klein, who knows from experience. CCOM has more than 8,500 antennas deployed in 106
countries on all continents. The company’s latest product,
a phased array antenna, took five years to develop. “Many
companies will need to borrow money and they will spend
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#ManSat #ModularDevices #C-COMSatelliteSystems

Investing in Space

INVESTMENTS, TRANSACTIONS, AND CONSOLIDATION IN
SATELLITE/SPACE SEGMENT IN 2021
Space SPACs
At least thirteen space companies announce or close
merger transactions with special purpose acquisition
companies to become publicly traded, producing a
collective valuation of approximately US$26 billion:
Arqit, AST SpaceMobile, Astra, BlackSky, Momentus,
Planet, Redwire, Rocket Lab, Satellogic, Spire, Terran
Orbital, Tomorrow, and Virgin Orbit.
Christopher Alfenito, Director
of Marketing & Sales,
Molecular Devices

Dr. Leslie Klein, President &
CEO, C-COM Satellite
Systems

hundreds of millions of dollars on products that may not
ultimately succeed.”

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

Throughout its sixty-year history, the industry has seen
some spectacular failures. Some, like the Challenger
disaster in 1986, or the disintegration of the Columbia space
shuttle, delivered an emotional as well as financial blow.
Others, like the US$5 billion Iridium/Motorola constellation,
caused one of the largest bankruptcies in US history.
Even the day-to-day business of getting satellites into
orbit can be problematic. On February 9, 2022, just a few
days after launching 49 of its newest Starlink satellites,
SpaceX reported that as many as 40 of them were
prevented from entering orbit by a geomagnetic storm and
would soon burn up in Earth’s atmosphere. Similar
catastrophes loom in our future as the next solar maximum
is expected in 2025.
Investment in the satellite space segment requires due
diligence and a whole lot of patience. “The trick is to make
sure that the technology is not a pipe dream, not
vaporware,” says Klein. “There are a lot of promises being
made in the satellite arena that will never materialize,” he
warns. “Who will make it and who will be the living dead?”
Bruegger affirms, “I think anyone who is looking to
invest in any space-based business that’s intending to put
things into orbit needs to be cognizant of how those
businesses evolve. You’ve got to develop your technology,
test it in orbit and then you need to deploy a constellation
to actually deliver some form of service or product or
revenue.”
Christopher Alfenito, Director of Marketing and Sales
for Modular Devices, observes, “Raising money is one thing,
it’s another to make it work and pay the investors back
with interest.” In the forty-plus years that he’s been in the
business, he’s seen it all. “Without a solid business model
and a plan, it’s hype. There needs to be a path forward for
eventual success, even if it is a steep and difficult climb to
the top.”
Because the industry is both highly competitive and
constantly evolving, Chan believes it is essential to forge
synergistic partnerships. “ST Engineering iDirect has a keen
knowledge of end-consumer challenges, as well as strong
market access – something many start-ups do not have.
32

VC Investments
A record year for venture capital investments in space
start-ups, including: ABL Space Systems; Accion
Systems; Albedo Space; Astranis, Astroscale,
Axelspace, Axiom, Firefly, Fleet Space Technologies,
GHGSat, HawkEye 360, Hiber, Hydrosat, HySpecIQ,
ICEYE, Inversion Space, Isar Aerospace, Isotropic
Systems, Ispace, Kepler Communication, LeoLabs,
Loft Orbital, Mangata, Mynaric, Omnispace, Orbital
Sidekick, Relativity Space, Sierra Space, Stoke Space
Technologies, Totum Labs, Unseenlabs, and Ursa
Major.
Industry Consolidations
Consolidation in the space business thrives: Astra
purchases Apollo Fusion; BAE Systems acquires InSpace Missions; Marlink buys ITC Global; OneWeb
purchases Trustcomm; Planet acquires VanderSat;
Redwire adds Deployable Space; Raytheon purchases
SEAKR; Rocket Lab acquires Advanced Solutions,
Planetary Systems, and SolAero; SpaceX buys Swarm;
Spire adds exactEarth; Viasat acquires Inmarsat; and
Voyager Space purchases The Launch Company.
Table 1. Courtesy Milbank’s Space Business Review,
December 2021

Joining up with us enables a young company to gain
access to revenue and customers much more quickly.”
Can all these new companies stay the course,
particularly as interest rates rise? Panahy suggests, “If
capital tightens or money dries up, there will be a flight to
quality, meaning investors will get behind companies with
the most promising return-on-investment. When you have
too many companies competing, you have the natural
order of creative destruction. Companies will either get
acquired or they will run out of cash and close up shop.”

WHAT LIES AHEAD?

Despite the cautionary tales, this is such a robust and
innovative time for the industry that it’s difficult to imagine
any other trajectory than upwards and onwards. “We are
seeing an amazing level of disruptive innovation that is
sparking dramatic growth,” says Panahy. “SpaceX is a highprofile example. They take risks and embrace a return on
experience,” he explains. “Instead of perfecting something
for years in a lab, they field test what they’ve got, which
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Investing in Space
laboratories, habitats, and more for such sophisticated
space commerce—multi-planetary stepping stones, but
we’ll get there.”
One has only to listen to Elon Musk tout his plans for
colonizing Mars and making humans a multiplanetary
species to realize that he means to do as he says— “make
science fiction not fiction forever.” Even if his plans are not
fully realized, his efforts will continue to extend the limits
of what is possible.
“It’s been fifty years since Apollo and we have over half a
century of development and growth in this industry,” asserts
Stott. “We are now beyond critical mass. Of course, we are
going back to the moon. Of course, we will have more and
more people flying in space. This is the future.”

Photo courtesy Shutterstock

may not be perfect and might well fail. Then they take all
that feedback to improve, correct, and innovate.”
Today we are witnessing dramatic advances in the
creation of small satellite constellations and the improved
data communications capabilities and imagery they
provide. “We see that as more of a near term area of
opportunity” alleges Bruegger. “Space businesses that are
particularly focused on solutions to help us mitigate and
combat climate change are of particular interest in the near
term. Five years out, the space economy will open. We’ll
be able to service satellites in space, deal with space
debris, and embark on lunar missions as a precursor to
having some form of a more permanent presence on the
moon,” he adds.
“The big prize is in space mining,” says Alfenito.
“Humans consume resources, and the Earth is resourceconstrained.” Not only are there precious metals, elements,
and gases, there is a huge amount of money to be made.
According to the Asterank database, the asteroid, Anteros,
could yield a profit of more than US$1 trillion.
Panahy maintains, “The science to do this is not that far
beyond our grasp. We’ve already softly lowered a rover
on Mars from a hovering platform. We’ll still need stations,

Photo courtesy Shutterstock

SPACE SPACS MARKET PERFORMANCE
Company
Arquit
AST SpaceMobile
Astra
BlackSky
Momentus
Planet Labs
Redwire
Rocket Lab
Satellogic
Spire Global
Virgin Orbit

Symbol
NASDAQ:ARQQ
NASDAQ:ASTS
NASDAQ:ASTR
NYSE:BKSY
NASDAQ:MNTS
NYSE:PL
NYSE:RDW
NASDAQ:RKLB
NASDAQ:SATL
NYSE:SPIR
NASDAQ:VORB

52-week high/low (US$)
41.52/8.00
22.00/4.84
22.47/3.25
17.47/2.46
27.36/2.88
12.15/4.95
16.98/4.66
21.34/7.55
12.23/5.00
19.50/2.01
11.28/5.88

Table 2. Space SPACS market performance
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2/11/22 Price (US$)
14.08
5.73
3.32
2.69
3.66
5.92
5.89
9.63
5.04
3.25
7.04
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Q&A ST Engineering iDirect

New ground campaign

Frederik Simoens, Chief Technology
Officer of ST Engineering iDirect

Last August, ST Engineering iDirect initiated its New
Ground campaign. Since then, the company has led the
way in facilitating impactful collaboration between the
ground segment infrastructure, the 5G ecosystem and
the constellations of small, software-defined satellites
that define NewSpace. We asked Frederik Simoens,
Chief Technology Officer of ST Engineering iDirect to
give us a progress report.

Satellite Evolution Global

Crispin Littlehales, Global Contributing Editor, Satellite Evolution Group

Q&A
36

Question: You have stated that, to integrate with the new 5G ecosystem,
the ground segment needs to embrace a standards-based, fully
integrated, end-to-end, cloud-based service delivery system. Where
in this trajectory is ST Engineering at this moment?
Frederik Simoens: ST Engineering iDirect is making good progress
towards the goal of integration into the wider 5G connectivity fabric. Our
role is to enable the changes that the advent of 5G dictates. The industry
is evolving rapidly from static to dynamic networks. As satellites are
becoming software-defined, the ground segment must also move to do
the same.
The use of standards will allow service providers to do exactly that:
integrate satellite communication systems into an existing terrestrial
environment that can be easily managed as one, further aligning the
operations. This will come through adoption of the same telco 3GPP and
MEF standards and utilize orchestration and virtualization to allow access
to the cloud.
From our perspective, we are working towards this on various levels.
Firstly, we are fully engaged with the terrestrial standards groups such
as MEF and 5G/3GPP.
We have worked with them on initiatives and testbeds to transform
the satellite network to better integrate with 5G. We have been
participating directly into the 3GPP standards initiatives around 5G, as
well as other organizations such as 5GPPP, MEF and ETSI driving other
frameworks supporting 5G deployments and further driving

New Ground – Convergence of 3 ecosystems. Image courtesy of ST
Engineering iDirect
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New Ground – The connectivity is evolving. Photo courtesy ST Engineering iDirect

standardization of IETF and through other industry
initiatives in Linux foundation and ONAP.
As we adopt new 3GPP standards and releases defining
5G, we see a substantial rise in satellite network
deployments. They will become both easier to deploy and
more cost-effective. Satellite has a seat at the 3GPP table.
ST Engineering iDirect is involved in the 3GPP release 17
discussions, ensuring that our critical role is acknowledged.
For 5G to be ubiquitous, satellite will be essential.
We have also been involved in several consortia that
aim to validate satellite’s integration into a 5G core network
such as Sat5G, Satis5 and Osmosis. We have introduced
our 5G-enabled Intelligent Gateway (iGW) satellite ground
infrastructure to integrate a commercially available 5G core
network into a live satellite network, which was the aim of
the SaT5G project. Furthermore, we have undertaken
proof-of-concept testing for 5G content distribution
leveraging edge computing where video content
distribution technology is designed to operate over a
satellite network with 4G/5G and Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) integration.
Question: How do you see this effort unfolding?
Frederik Simoens: We are moving away from our
traditional dedicated equipment and appliances to a more
virtualized infrastructure, just like in the telco world. We’re
also developing proven network architectures that provide
open APIs for end-to-end network orchestration and
38

business system integration across multi-orbital satellite,
terrestrial and mobile networks. Additionally, we’re aligning
our interfaces on these MEF carrier Ethernet protocols as
common terrestrial standards to ensure seamless
integration with terrestrial networks. Our Mx-DMA return
technology also fully addresses 5G use cases, not only
for very high throughput, but also IoT or M2M MTC and
optimized latency.
We are undertaking a move away from ground
segment-based hub hardware towards infrastructure
virtualization and cloud deployments to ultimately allow
our customers to scale faster without the need for
additional cap-ex investments. We are also proving our
Network Management System (NMS) to run in the public
cloud. Virtualization and cloudification will reduce overall
operational complexity, enabling a fully digitalized ground
network that can integrate within the telecom 5G fabric
and provide access to cloud-based applications and
management tools as well as improved performance and
security.
To interoperate easily and to run in the cloud, satellite
modems need to become more software defined. ST
Engineering iDirect is currently working on the abstraction
of the software modem functionality from the hardware.
We recently entered a partnership with Microsoft Azure
Space to develop a virtualized modem that can be
deployed on a Microsoft Azure HCI Stack-based solution.
This will allow us to leverage the Azure software radio tools
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#STEngineeringiDirect #GroundSegment #mPower
to enable our satcom solutions through the Azure cloud
platform.
Question: What do you see as the greatest impediments
to transitioning to New Ground?
Frederik Simoens: As an industry we were always focused
on improving our proprietary satellite access scheme, yet
to be part of the converged end-to-end network we need
to embrace the telco standards. The industry also needs to
embrace the capabilities that cloudification and virtualization
offer. Once this takes place, broad avenues of opportunity
for satellite service providers, satellite operators, enterprise
customers, and everyone in between will manifest.
We will be able to improve service offerings, increase
security, and, ultimately, grow revenue streams. Service
providers will be able to offer their clients much-needed
access to cloud-based applications. Providers and satellite
operators can gain privileged access to a complete family
of networking applications and can then package them into
advanced service offerings that will provide customers not
only with satellite connectivity, but also cybersecurity,
hybrid networks, application based QoS, and end-to-end
service orchestration. But this cannot be done in isolation,
it takes a broader eco-system to make this happen.
Interfaces need to be standardized, they need to be
digitized, modems need to be virtualized and so on.
Question: What needs to happen to enable the ground
infrastructure to be fully equipped for multi-orbit
satellite constellations?
Frederik Simoens: Partnerships and collaboration play a
pivotal role here. ST Engineering iDirect took a leading role
in forming DIS (that now merged with DIFI) to push that
collaboration forward. As a member of DIFI (Digital IF
Interoperability Consortium) we are involved in a
partnership with other ecosystem players to develop an
open digitized standard for the SATCOM industry. This new
standard will enable all manufacturers to build
interoperable technologies that work in both open and
closed network topologies, digitizing the interface between
modulator/ demodulator, modem, and RF components.
ST Engineering iDirect strongly believes that initiatives
led by like-minded companies are pivotal to sharing ideas
and innovation. Such alliances can push our industry
forward instead of holding us back from what’s possible.
That’s why we forged an initiative called New Ground. For
us, New Ground is a broader spirit of innovation and
focused collaboration across the entire ecosystem inspired
by a new spirit of innovation that embraces everything new
space, new ground, telco, and IT can bring the future of
connectivity. Impactful collaboration is built on shared
goals, knowledge, skills, and experience and ultimately,
sharing success. We have 35 years’ experience in serving
our customer’s needs. We know what their requirements
are and how to meet them.
Question: ST Engineering iDirect has been selected to
partner with SES on developing its O3b mPOWER
communications system. What are some of your latest
milestones with the project and what is the timetable
for completion?
40

Q&A ST Engineering iDirect
Frederik Simoens: We’re currently on countdown for the
launch of the O3b mPOWER constellation. We were
selected as a ground systems partner to create complete
space-to-ground integration that delivers maximum
flexibility.
We will enable seamless integration into overall
satellite and terrestrial hybrid networks based on open
architectures and standardized platform APIs to reduce
operational complexities and ensure that services are
implemented in an automated, expedient, and seamless
manner as needed.

PROJECT MILESTONES:

The integration of SES and ST Engineering iDirect
technologies results in a powerful feature set, including:

•

•

Space-to-ground integration to deliver maximum
flexibility: ST Engineering iDirect’s dynamic ground
system, combined with SES’s O3b mPOWER satellites
and the differentiated resource management capability
of Adaptive Resource Control (ARC), enables the
dynamic control and optimization of power, throughput,
beams, and frequency allocation across the entire
system, resulting in the efficient delivery of lowlatency, satellite-based data services with a superior
end-user experience.
End-to-end service orchestration and
automation: Seamless integration into overall satellite
and terrestrial hybrid networks based on open
architectures and standardized platform APIs reduces
operational complexities and ensures that services are
implemented in an automated, expedient, and
seamless manner as needed.

We will soon be doing our first demos showcasing the
MEO handovers and showcasing the integration with the
ARC resource controller

•

•

•
•

Unprecedented scalability and dynamic allocation of
resources: Facilitated through the highly flexible,
virtualized hub and baseband that can independently
scale gigahertz, gigabits, and number of carriers.
Proven DVB-S2X and award-winning Mx-DMA
waveforms: Highly optimized for throughput,
efficiency, and availability on both the forward and
return channels to enable carrier-grade performance
previously only achievable over fiber networks,
scalable up to multiple gigabits-per-second for fixed
and mobility applications.
The early milestones of this deployment will
showcase how our award-winning waveforms will run
over O3B mPOWER satellites.
Powerful terminal portfolio for every market and
application: The existing MDM5010 satellite modem,
suited to extreme bandwidth applications, will be
complemented with a next-generation series of NonGeostationary Satellite Orbit (NGSO) capable modems.

In terms of timeline, we have shipped our MDM5010
over to SES and it is currently undergoing operational
testing involving MEO handovers.
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The race to embrace NewSpace - how market
leaders see the space market today
The promise of global connectivity, smart
cities, vehicles that are themselves dynamic
nodes, intelligent agriculture, industrial IoT,
and much more can only be achieved by
integrating non-GEO constellations with the
terrestrial 5G ecosystem by means of a more
sophisticated ground infrastructure. Efforts
to achieve this lofty goal are already afoot,
but there is still a long way to go.
Crispin Littlehales, Global Contributing Editor, Satellite
Evolution Group

M

EO and LEO satellites offering terabit level
capacity along with dynamic beams and
software-defined payloads are being launched
by the thousands. The NewSpace evolution is well
underway with upwards of 50,000 satellites predicted to
be in orbit over the next decade, according to Northern
Sky Research (NSR). Now it is up to the ground segment
to figure out cost-effective ways to take advantage of the
potential these mega-constellations offer. With that in
mind, we checked in with six companies to see how they
are preparing for the future. While all those we queried
expressed excitement about anticipated business growth,
they also spoke about areas of immediate concern.

42

READY TO ROLL

Comtech already provides a variety of digital VSAT
terminals, digital modems, and amplifiers into the smallsat
market. The company also sells a product that flies on a
small satellite and is used as the primary communications
waveform for a constellation. Louis Dubin, Senior VP of
Product Management for Comtech Satellite Network
Technologies, Inc. states, “Our goal is to make products
and develop software that is constellation and capacity
agnostic. By doing this, we feel we can support the satellite
community in a more efficient way.”
Another company that is set to serve the needs of
mega-constellations Is Advantech Wireless Technologies.
“LEO pretty much blends in with our overall market
strategy,” says Tony Radford, VP of Global Sales. “We’re
principally focused on RF converters and high-power
amplifiers that cover a broad range of power and
frequency. Since there is very little differentiation between
amplifiers that are used for MEO/LEO and those used for
GEO satellites, we’re equipped to handle almost any
satcom application.”
The CPI SMP Satcom Products Group, which designs
and manufactures high-power amplifiers for satellite uplink
communications, is also positioned to support new
constellation types. “We continue to augment and advance
our Ka-band, Q-band, and V-band HPA capabilities,” says
Pam Lugos, VP of Business Development for CPI SMP. “The
key thing that we see is the growing demand for data and
throughput on all satellite platforms, regardless of size.
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#NewSpace #MissionMicrowave #Avanti #Integrasys #CPISMP #Comtech

That leads to increased demand for newer and more
powerful ground station hardware.”
Customers in the gateway markets are now using
Mission Microwave’s high-power Ka-band Solid State
Power Amplifiers (SSPAs) and converters in the 250–400watt range. Used as a drop-in replacement for a 500-watt
(Travelling Wave Tube) TWT, the 400-watt SSPA is a
fundamental game-changer for the widespread
deployment of Ka-band gateways for GEO, MEO, and LEO
networks, according to Steve Richeson, VP Sales and
Marketing for Mission Microwave. “One lesson we have
learned about the Ka-band market is that customers
always want more power and bandwidth. Typically, we
have offered support of new constellations by adding
capabilities to our existing product while maintaining
consistent mechanical and electrical interfaces.”

COLLABORATING WITH CUSTOMERS

Mission Microwave’s customers design, manufacture, and
implement ground terminals in the tactical, mobile,
maritime, airborne, and gateway markets. Most of the
existing business comes from traditional GEO and MEO
constellations. “These are still early days in the LEO market
and both customers and end-users are involving us directly
or indirectly in their approach to these newer architectures,”
says Richeson. “Still, MEO, LEO, and microsatellite
constellations represent both opportunity and risk to the
ground equipment manufacturers. Expectations are at the
peak of the hype cycle now and it’s not clear that there is
enough sustainable business to support the investments
being made in this sector.”
Comtech believes in engaging early with operators.
Dubin explains, “Flexibility and orchestration are commonly

discussed, and these concepts offer significant
opportunity, but they must be met with the proper level of
commitment and engineering resources to support these
designs. Finding the right partners, securing the right
resources, and ensuring that our long-term goals and
milestone progress points align with all parties is
important.”
Alvaro Sanchez, CEO of Integrasys, a company that
specializes in creating software tools for satellite operators
and service providers, is also a strong believer in customeroriented product development. “The customer explains the
problem so that we can better understand the need.
Thanks to multiple interactions with multiple customers,
we are able to bring more value to our products,” notes
Sanchez.
Today, Integrasys offers a variety of systems, all of
which work with NewSpace. “We have a tool that enables
customers in the design of both satellites and the ground
before launching. Once you launch a constellation, we have
another system that proves it works. You can use another
tool to demonstrate that all the services are working
correctly, and we also have a solution to certify that the
level of service provided is in line with customer
expectations,” he says.

FACING CHALLENGES

Avanti Communications is a leading Ka-band highthroughput satellite capacity partner to the
communications industry across EMEA and is focused on
driving connectivity in Africa. “A significant part of our
mission is to work with the people of Africa to empower
growth, protect communities, and unlock opportunities for
individuals, businesses, and governments though better
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Race to Embrace NewSpace
“Optimization is always warranted, but if you squeeze too
much of the costs out of a high-power amplifier, it’s likely
that you’ll end up compromising reliability and longevity.
Any up-front savings will be consumed with down time
and the logistics costs of servicing RMAs.”

WHAT’S NEXT

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock

connections throughout the continent,” says Vikas Grover,
Avanti’s CTO. “To support our mission, we bring enterprisegrade products and services that combine GEO, MEO, and
LEO satellites and terrestrial network capabilities. But
addressing the digital divide remains a considerable
challenge.”
Although the pandemic heightened the demand for
greater capacity and extended coverage, it also created
significant supply chain challenges. For Avanti, deliveries
can take up to a year to arrive. “While these challenges
will ease over time, we are likely to continue to feel the
effects for the next 18 months,” notes Grover.
CPI has also experienced supply chain issues over the
last two years. “From shifting budgets to projects delayed
for funding issues, the standard cadence of our markets
has been interrupted,” explains Tom Goebelbecker, VP of
Sales and Marketing at CPI Satcom & Antenna. “While that
may make business activity levels more difficult to predict,
it also allows for interesting and useful changes to research
and development, resulting in new designs, technologies
and solutions that we will be able to share with customers
as the world emerges from the pandemic and gradually
returns to a more stable rhythm.”
For Mission Microwave and its customers, one of the
biggest challenges is figuring out the best types of ground
terminals for supporting the new architectures. “User
terminals need to be reliable and scalable,” says Richeson.
“Adding complexity and cost is contrary to that pillar of
satellite network design. Our customers have a good
understanding of the trade-offs, and their customers are
overwhelmed by highly publicized claims of low-cost
ubiquitous broadband ‘coming soon’,” he continues. “At
best, this confusion leads to delays in much needed
technology updates to the existing satellite networks. At
worst, it leads to impractical design requirements that
ultimately disappoint the end users and lead to poor
investments of time and money by the suppliers to the
industry.”
Balancing the cost versus performance equation is
proving to be a matter of concern for Advantech. “These
projects demand products that will meet extremely highperformance targets at fire-sale prices,” claims Radford.
44

The industry still has a maturity path to traverse with LEO
technology, and Avanti predicts that it is likely to be 3-5
years before it can start offering mass market GEO and
LEO combo services. However, Avanti is already playing a
vital part in the rollout of 5G connectivity. Grover notes,
“We believe everyone has the power to ‘be more’ and by
helping to break down the barriers preventing Mobile
Network Operators (MNOs) and Tower Companies
(TowerCos) from accessing 5G coverage we will unlock
opportunities that will enable these businesses to thrive.
Last year we announced the launch of INSTANT5G, a new
research project endorsed by the European Space Agency,
UK Space Agency, and the Romanian Space Agency.” The
ongoing project is expected to extend 5G coverage by
means of integrated satellite and terrestrial
communication.
CPI just released a new larger aperture Earth
observation antenna product. “Our LEO TT&C Antenna
System product line is expanding in support of users
moving to higher frequency bands, with many of those
customers now migrating to Ka-band and looking to even
higher frequency ranges for the next generation of
products and services,” adds Goebelbecker.
After two years of preparation, Integrasys is set to
introduce its latest product this month. “We are excited
about this product because it solves a current and future
challenge—interference,” states Sanchez. “Whether the
interference is caused by 5G and C-band or by electronic
warfare from enemy camps, our tool can nullify it.”
Unification between the ground segment, terrestrial 5G,
and NewSpace is still a work in progress, but a great deal
of targeted innovation has commenced. Efforts by the
DIFI/DIS to establish standards are advancing swiftly.
Digitization, virtualization, and cloudification are being
embraced. While it may take several years for seamless
integration to be fully realized, there is clearly no turning
back.

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock
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Q&A Spire Global

Solidify its position in the
NewSpace economy
Joel Spark, Co-Founder and VP of
Space Systems at Spire Global

Spire Global, now publicly listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, provides space-based Earth data and
analytics to myriad commercial and government
organizations. With the Earth observation market on
track for rapid growth, we asked Joel Spark, Co-Founder
and VP of Space Systems at Spire Global about the
company’s current strategy to solidify its position in the
NewSpace economy.

Satellite Evolution Global

By Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor, Satellite Evolution Group

Q&A
46

Question: What are some of Spire’s recent achievements and ongoing
developments?
Joel Spark: We successfully launched our 150th satellite into low-Earth
orbit (LEO) and deployed our first 6U satellites. These extend the frame
of the 3U standard carrier to provide additional payload volume and
external surface area for sensors, antennas, etc., while maintaining the
flight-tested subsystems of the Spire Low Earth Multi-Use Receiver
(LEMUR) 3U Satellite Bus. We also reached orbit with two separate launch
partners on a single day, sending multiple space services customers’
applications into orbit.
Spire’s “Racksat” concept enables it to carry multiple customer
payloads in a flexible and expandable manner and offers multi-payload
capabilities, which are at the core of Spire’s own constellation concept of
operations. Our satellites are software-defined, which enables us to
continuously update, innovate and adapt the sensors remotely.
We launched two LEMUR nanosatellites with new optical intersatellite links (ISL) capabilities. Optical Intersatellite Links are a cuttingedge technology, creating a mesh-like network of satellites, delivering

A replica model of the Spire Global cubesat. Photo courtesy Spire
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Q&A Spire Global
global data sets they require. We have the flexibility to
support multiple applications, making it possible to run
software-based services.
These include signal transmission and/or reception for
Earth observation, the ability to listen to signals of
opportunity, the testing of new signal characteristics and
low data rate communications.
We offer three distinct services:

•

•

•

Photo courtesy Spire Global

lower latency and more secure data to customers. We
completed the first stage of our testing program and look
forward to rolling out the technology in 2022 and 2023.
We also enhanced our computing at the edge (moving
processing power to the satellite) which helped a recent
client, SpaceChain, perform at the standard they required.
Question: Spire is launching a new “software in space”
solution, allowing customers to utilize their modular
satellite fleet via software defined radio (SDR) to test
and scale their orbital applications. Could you walk us
through the service?
Joel Spark: We offer our customers the possibility to run
their own software in space without launching a satellite.
They can launch, scale, or test their application without
the need to launch dedicated spacecraft by uploading their
software to existing Spire satellites.
We fly a variety of Software Defined Radios (SDR) and
On-Board Computers (OBC) on board our deployed and
operational constellation which are easy to configure and
upgrade: a simple software update will adapt the behaviour
of the equipment to suit the application needs, within its
performance capabilities. That doesn’t just run the
customer’s software on-board but also updates it as
needed during the service period.
Based on our extensive experience with RF sensing,
space-based data collection, and processing operations
of a broad range of payloads onboard our LEMUR satellites
we can also customize the payload to meet the specific
customer mission requirements and deliver the unique and
48

Solutions in Space: Build your application on top of
our global space platform, using one of the world’s
largest networks of sensors, software-defined radios,
and high-performance computers;
Software in Space: Deploy your software to existing
satellites, using software-defined radios in space to test
and scale your application without the need to launch
a dedicated spacecraft; and
Payloads in Space: Host your payload on a trusted, fully
integrated platform and benefit from a flexible and
consistent launch schedule to get into on-orbit
operations faster than with any other provider.

Question: One of your customers already committed to
this service is SpaceChain, which hopes to bring
blockchain cryptography to space technologies. How
can the space economy benefit from blockchain
securities?
Joel Spark: What SpaceChain is developing provides a
great example of how the space economy can benefit from
blockchain in space. SpaceChain is building an open and
neutral decentralized satellite infrastructure (DSI) for the
NewSpace economy by integrating space and blockchain
technologies to create a mesh-network of heterogeneous
spacecraft owned and operated in Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
by multiple parties in multiple jurisdictions.
Decentralized satellite infrastructure (DSI) supports a
wide range of applications involving satellites. It provides
distributed ledger technology that connects various
separated networks. The satellites further increase the
accessibility of the ground segments where the internet is
not available. Here are the application scenarios that will
be integrated with the DSI:

•
•
•

Satellite multi-signature wallet: Use satellite
payloads to host the clients’ private keys for secure
transactions;
Space data access and ordering services: Enable
users to acquire the space service in a more specific
way; and
Satellite and blockchain-enhanced IoT network:
Support the global connectivity of the IoT devices in a
secure and collaborative way.

While blockchain gained prominence as a
cryptocurrency tool, organizations are now exploring its
benefits for supply chain management, cybersecurity, and
other tasks.
Thanks to working with Spire, SpaceChain was able to
test their software directly in space by uploading the
software onto a satellite within Spire’s existing constellation
and leveraging satellite-based computing.
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Photo courtesy Spire Global

Question: The satellites-as-a-service model has been
discussed a fair bit in the industry, with the main obstacle
understood to be the highly disparate needs of space
tech customers. What does it take to deliver true
flexibility to that market?
Joel Spark: It requires vertical integration. Spire owns and
maintains the whole value chain from API on the ground
to the device in space. Our system is designed to be flexible
and adapt to the different needs of customers.
We offer customers access to our network and our
know-how in a couple of different, flexible ways. For
example, we provide software in space solutions, enabling
access to existing satellites in space with a simple software
upgrade that can launch a new application and
immediately begin production. We can also integrate
customer devices into the satellite(s) using our end-to-end
in-house manufacturing process. This allows us to rapidly
turn new technology into integrated satellites ready to fly.
Finally, we can design and customize a bespoke
solution incorporating our tried and tested multifunctional
LEMUR nanosatellite fleet and established constellation
operations, thus accelerating our customers’ business
operations.
Question: In a world where satellites can be reappropriated for wholly new purposes by new clients,
and potentially maintained by the emerging orbital
servicing market, they may never need to come down,
becoming as permanent as any Earth infrastructure. Do
you anticipate that situation? Is a more sustainable
satellite industry something Spire is working towards?
Joel Spark: Our space services solutions tie in well with
the trend of increasing sustainability of the satellite industry.
Our satellite constellation is multi-payload and multifunctional in nature, which allows us to use the same
spacecraft for different types of data collection. The
satellites are software-defined so upgrades and new
technology iterations can be activated on the already
deployed and operational satellites, extending, or
improving their productivity. The constellation services that
we offer also allow the broader use and re-use of already
existing infrastructure.
50

Our small satellites are designed to disintegrate into
the atmosphere within a matter of years. This is due to the
size, materials, and our orbit of 400-600km. A good analogy
to use is that the satellites disintegrate faster than the paper
bag that one gets at the supermarket.
We monitor and operate our satellites up until the point
that they disintegrate into their atoms, leaving no space
debris.
We, along with more than a dozen other companies,
are signatories of the World Economic Forum’s policy
statement on this issue.
Question: In the past, you’ve worked with space
situational awareness (SSA) and disaster recovery
business cases, both of which are in increasing demand
as Earth comes to recognize new challenges. Do you
anticipate Spire specializing in these kinds of
observational tasks, or will it always prioritize a
generalized focus?
Joel Spark: We’re proud to represent customers in the SSA
area such as those concerned with space debris or our
recent ADLER-1 Mission.
The ADLER-1 spacecraft is a 30 by 10 by 10 cm
nanosatellite, based on the Spire LEMUR family of
satellites. It will measure debris particles with a deployable
piezoelectric array provided by the OeWF and a shortrange radar provided by Spire. There are plans to launch
the ADLER-2 satellite in Q4 2022.
Question: What can we expect to see from Spire in 2022?
Joel Spark: Spire has a proven space platform with more
than 300 years of space flight heritage. With this
knowledge base, we will continue to innovate, grow, and
adapt to the current and future needs of our customer
base.
Using our space technology and expertise in satellite
constellation management as well as 30 global ground
stations and automated operations system, we are proud
to continue to enable other innovators, commercial
organizations, and governments to deploy their own
applications and constellations into space quickly and
efficiently.
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Photo courtesy Virgin Galactic

Virgin Galactic appoints
Blair Rich a veteran
marketing innovator

Virgin Galactic Holdings, Inc. has announced that Blair Rich
has been appointed President and Chief Business Officer,
Commercial and Consumer Operations as the company
prepares for the launch of commercial service later this
year. In this newly created role, Rich will lead all aspects
of the Company’s commercial strategy including sales,
marketing, business and product development,
communications, operations, and customer experience.
Rich has more than two decades of experience building
some of the world’s most recognizable global brands. Most
recently, she served as President of Worldwide Marketing
for Warner Bros.’ Theatrical and Home Entertainment
divisions. For the past year, she has served as a consultant
and strategic advisor to Virgin Galactic. During that time,
she helped the Company develop and grow its commercial
strategy, including the marketing for Sir Richard Branson’s
inaugural spaceflight as a member of the Unity 22 crew,
which was viewed by tens of millions of people around
the world.
“We’re delighted to welcome Blair to our growing
organization and executive leadership team,” said Virgin
Galactic CEO Michael Colglazier. “Blair brings a unique
consumer-centric perspective to our company, with an
incredible blend of business, digital and creative
experience that she honed working on some of the most
iconic brands in the entertainment industry. We are
creating an entirely new kind of experience that begins at
the moment of sale and extends for years after the journey
to space. Blair has the vision, dynamic strategy skills and
creativity to innovate on all levels. This year will be an
important one for all of us at Virgin Galactic, and her
52

Executive Movers and Shakers

XIPLINK ANNOUNCES APPOINTMENT OF JACO BOTHA, SVP OF
PRODUCT

XipLink has announced that Jaco Botha, based in South
Africa and Ashburn, Virginia, has joined the XipLink
team as Senior Vice President of Product. Mr. Botha
will have responsibility for all Product Management,
Product Marketing and Alliance Partnership functions
for the company moving forward. In addition, he will
be a key contributor to the senior management
committee that sets strategic direction for XipLink and
our employees.
Jaco has been a stockholder and senior manager
in the past via the 2008 acquisition of his company,
Trispen Technologies, and his subsequent role as VP
of Engineering at XipLink.
Most recently, Jaco has gained in depth experience
in LEAN product development processes, product
management process establishment and managing
multidisciplinary teams at startup companies. Jaco
notes, “I am thrilled to be back at XipLink and look
forward to immerse myself in the fast-changing
networking space where everything is now moving
toward software enabled devices with cloud
integration.”
Jack Waters, CEO at XipLink notes, "We have
worked closely with Jaco for many years and have
enjoyed his excellent advice, technical understanding
of complex networks and amazing work ethic. His
return to XipLink in a newly defined role to execute on
future directions for XipOS solutions in hybrid networks,
virtualized network functions and containerized
network functions is an exciting step for our
employees, customers and overall ecosystem."

CSF HIRES HILL VETERAN AS NEW DIRECTOR OF SPACE POLICY

Mary Guenther has joined the Commercial Spaceflight
Federation (CSF) as its new Director of Space Policy.
“CSF is thrilled to have Mary as part of our team
where she is leading policy development and
advocacy efforts that enable fair and open competition
and spur innovation for the commercial space
industry,” said Karina Drees, CSF President.
Before joining CSF, Guenther served as a
Professional Staff Member on the US Senate
Commerce Committee where she was responsible for
developing space, manufacturing, and science
legislation.
She worked on NASA, NSF, NIST, FAA AST, and the
DOC Office of Space Commerce oversight and key
legislative initiatives including the United States
Innovation and Competition Act, which incorporated
the NASA Authorization Act of 2019.
“It’s an honor to join the CSF team and be part of
the extraordinary community of commercial space
companies and see – firsthand – the commitment and
innovation that is spurring our nation’s leadership in
space,” said Guenther.
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#VirginGalactic #CSF #XipLink #LockheedMartin
leadership will be critical as we launch commercial service.”
Prior to Virgin Galactic, Rich spent 23 years at Warner
Bros. Entertainment, starting as an intern and rising to lead
worldwide marketing for the company. In this role, she
oversaw a global team of over 700, encompassing creative
advertising, publicity, media, digital and data, partnerships,
research and multicultural marketing that launched an
average of 20 films per year.
Rich said: “It is a rare opportunity to build a business at
the forefront of an entirely new industry. Working with the
Virgin Galactic team over the past year has been incredible,
and I’m passionate about growing the company to enable
people around the world to experience the wonder and
awe of space. We are creating a unique, emotional and
deeply meaningful customer journey that will anchor our
business. I am humbled to be a part of this amazing group
of professionals whose ability to deliver transformative
experience is unmatched.”
Virgin Galactic board member Adam Bain added, “Blair
pushes boundaries and has a unique knack for generating
consumer insights and translating that into successful
strategies in the market, making her an ideal executive for
this role.”
As part of this appointment, Virgin Galactic is also
simplifying its reporting structure under Colglazier. Rich will
be one of three Business Unit leaders, joining President,
Space Missions and Safety Mike Moses, and President,
Aerospace Systems Swami Iyer. These three business
leaders will report directly to Colglazier, along with Aparna
Chitale, Chief People Officer; Michelle Kley, Executive Vice
President, General Counsel and Secretary of Virgin Galactic
Holdings; and Doug Ahrens, Chief Financial Officer.

LOCKHEED MARTIN NAMES JAY MALAVE AS CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Lockheed Martin has announced that Jesus "Jay" Malave
will be the company's next chief financial officer, effective
immediately.
Malave most recently held the positions of Senior Vice
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President and CFO for L3Harris. Prior to that, he served as
Vice President and CFO of Carrier Corporation, an operating
unit of United Technologies Corporation (UTC). During his
more than 20 years at UTC, Jay also served as Vice
President and CFO of UTC Aerospace Systems and head
of Investor Relations.
"As we work to advance the capabilities that will serve
our customers throughout the 21st century, Jay's
leadership will be instrumental to our continued growth
and performance," said Lockheed Martin Chairman,
President and CEO James Taiclet. "He brings a wealth of
insight and expertise about our industry and customers as
we chart the course ahead for success."
"Lockheed Martin's strong balance sheet and enviable
position as the aerospace and defense leader provides
tremendous opportunities ahead to the benefit of our
customers, shareholders, employees, and taxpayers," said
Malave. "It is a privilege to lead such a highly regarded
finance organization and advance the company's vision to
deter the threats of the future and connect domains for a
more secure world."
John Mollard, who served as acting CFO on an interim
basis, will continue as Vice President and Treasurer.
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